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Key Themes
KEY THEMES COMMENTARY

Market Update

Stocks have largely moved higher this year, supported by contained banking concerns, 
moderating inflation, resilient labor markets, robust economic growth, and an increased 
likelihood of a “soft” or “no landing” economic outcome. With that said, more recent concerns 
over higher-for-longer interest rates and geopolitics have driven an increase in volatility. 
Increased divergence in performance – such as Growth vs. Value stocks – has led to enhanced 
rebalancing opportunities. The backdrop of higher-for-longer interest rates drove bond yields 
higher, weighing on bond returns. On the other hand, less liquid and credit-oriented strategies 
have performed relatively well this year. 

The Economy

Economic growth forecasts have been revised higher throughout 2023, with less impact than 
feared from regional banking concerns, while labor market strength and consumer spending 
have underpinned the economy. The chances of a “soft” or “no landing” economic outcome have 
increased. However, tighter credit conditions and a slowdown in the labor market may weigh 
on economic activity moving forward. Inflation has moderated but is expected to stay above 
the Fed’s target of 2% over the near-term. The Fed may pause soon but are unlikely to cut rates 
for some time. We believe we have already entered a structural shift with respect to monetary 
policy, where the years ahead will be marked by higher interest rates and quantitative 
tightening. 

Asset Class 
Outlook

A Fed pause would be supportive of both stock and bond returns. Longer-term, we believe 
expectations should be reset for stock returns more in-line with historic averages of mid- to 
high-single digits, given the structural shift in monetary policy. Bond yields are more attractive 
today and may be supported by macroeconomic dynamics. We believe alternative strategies 
offer attractive risk-adjusted return potential and income, which may be increasingly important 
should we experience a moderation in stock market returns in the years ahead. 



Mission Wealth Actions

• Recent volatility and divergence in performance across asset classes continues to provide us 
with enhanced rebalancing opportunities. 

• We are constructive on the outlook for stocks, though we believe expectations for the 
long-term should be reset to mid- to high-single digit annual returns. Any near-term 
volatility may offer us the opportunity to add on weakness.

• We are also more constructive on the outlook for bonds, given yields are more attractive 
today and macroeconomic forces may be supportive. Many of our preferred bond funds 
are yielding mid- to high-single digits.

• We have increased our exposure to alternative strategies, which we believe offer attractive 
risk-adjusted returns and compelling income streams, which may be increasingly 
important should we experience a moderation in stock market returns. 

• Ultimately, we continue to focus on long-term fundamentals and believe our portfolios are 
well-positioned to continue to meet the financial goals of our clients.
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Market Update

ABC ABC

Stocks Higher, Though Off Highs

• Stocks have been supported by 
progress on several fronts:

• Banking crisis was contained.

• Headline inflation was cut in 
half.

• Labor markets softened but are 
still resilient.

• Economic growth and 
company earnings are stronger 
than anticipated.

• “Soft” or “no landing” economic 
outcome increasingly priced in 
by the market. 

Regional banking 
concerns

• More recent concerns about higher-for-longer 
interest rates, sticky inflation, and geopolitical 
concerns caused an uptick in volatility. 



Market Update

ABC ABC

Bond Yields Higher, Bond Prices Lower

• Bond yields have trended higher for much of the year, driven by:

• A backdrop of higher-for-longer interest rates.

• Consistently improving economic growth expectations.

• Moderating, but still heightened, inflation. 

• As a result, bond prices have been challenged. 

• Though, we believe the current yield environment represents an attractive entry point.



Market Update

Crises in Perspective

• Some of the recent market volatility has been attributed to geopolitical concerns. 

• Global events occur time and again. Despite near-term volatility, markets tend to hold 
up well over the long haul. 

Source: Dimensional Fund Advisors.



Market Update

Stock Market Returns Dominated by Largest Names

• Largest stocks have driven S&P 500 performance this year. 



Market Update

Largest Names Expensive

• …but those largest firms trade at a significant premium to the rest of the market, 
despite some recent volatility.  



Market Update

Disparity in Performance

• After significantly 
underperforming in 2022, 
Growth stocks have 
outperformed in 2023.

• The increased divergence in 
Value vs. Growth stocks has 
led to increased rebalancing 
opportunities. 

• Our disciplined approach to 
rebalancing forces us to “sell 
high, buy low” periodically, 
which has proven to add 
value over the long-haul.  

• Underscores the importance 
of disciplined, proactive 
rebalancing. 



Market Update

Disparity in Performance

• Speculative stocks reversed course in the third quarter, after posting strength through the 
first half of the year. 

• Higher interest rates and stretched valuations may have particularly weighed on this 
cohort.



Market Update

Bonds: Credit & Less Liquid Strategies Outperform

• Bond yields have trended higher as economic data has exceeded expectations and Fed 
policy rate assessments have been revised to the upside.

• As a result, the broad bond market – as measured by the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Index – is 
marginally lower this year. 

• On the other hand, less-liquid strategies have outperformed, with direct lending leading the 
charge, while credit-oriented corporate bonds are also positive on the year.  

2023 YTD Performance

Investment Grade Corporates

Bloomberg Agg Index

Municipal Bonds

High Yield Bonds

Direct Lending
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The Economy

Economic Growth Outlook

• Economic growth forecasts have been revised higher throughout 2023, with less impact 
than feared from regional banking concerns, while labor market strength and consumer 
spending have underpinned the economy. 

• Q3 GDP growth came in at 4.9% annualized Q-o-Q growth and consensus estimates the U.S. 
economy will expand +2.2% in 2023. That estimate had been below 1% earlier in the year. 

• The market also anticipates inflation will remain above the Fed’s long-term target of 2% 
through at least 2025. 



The Economy

Positive Economic Surprise Momentum

• Economic data has surprised to the upside since May 2023. Both Q2 and Q3 GDP beat 
consensus on the back of strong consumer spending. 



The Economy

Economic Growth Continues to Beat Expectations

• GDP growth has exceeded expectations this year, with better-than-expected data 
underpinning the robustness of the economy and heightening the chance for a “no 
landing” or “soft landing” outcome. 



The Economy

Tighter Credit Standards Point to Moderating Growth

• It’s not all one-way for the economy. Historically, lending standards lead real GDP 
growth by approximately 2 quarters.

• As long as lending remains restrictive, there is a higher the chance it weighs on 
economic growth. 



The Economy

Higher Rates May Weigh on Demand

• It typically takes 12 months for a rate hike to fully work its way through the economy. 

• Since the fed started hiking in March 2022, companies have increasingly talked about weak 
demand on earnings calls. 



The Economy

Unemployment Rate Set to 
Increase 

• Historically – and contrary to 
conventional wisdom – the 
unemployment rate falls as 
central banks start hiking 
interest rates. 

• We expect the 
unemployment rate to 
migrate higher from here, 
in-line with historic trends. 

• This may weigh on 
consumer spending and 
act to moderate economic 
growth. 



The Economy

Watching the Consumer…

• As hiring slows, fewer job openings 
may mean lower wage growth.

• …while excess savings have largely 
been drawn down.

 Could decrease consumer 
spending moving forward. 

• Important, as consumer spending is 
the single largest input for GDP. 



The Economy

Housing Market: this isn’t 2008

• Very few mortgages in the U.S. are directly exposed to rising interest rate risk. 

• The undersupply of housing that has existed since the Global Financial Crisis of 2008 
continues to support housing pricing dynamics. 



The Economy

Housing Market: this isn’t 2008

• …while underwriting standards have remained tight since the Global Financial Crisis, 
constraining demand and helping to contain any excess build up in the housing 
market. 



The Economy – Inflation

Inflation Trending Lower, But Remains Above the Fed’s Target

• Inflation measures continue to trend lower, but inflation remains above the Fed’s long-term 
target of 2% and is anticipated to stay elevated for the foreseeable future. 

• Continued declines in inflation increase the chance of a near-term Fed pause, but we don’t 
anticipate the Fed is likely to rush to cut rates until they see continued movement towards 
their goal. 



The Economy – Inflation

Inflation Trending Lower, But Remains Above the Fed’s Target

• Historically, the last phase of returning inflation back to target is the hardest, and data indicate 
inflation may be sticky around the 3% level near-term, in-line with consensus, which 
believes inflation won’t approach the Fed’s 2% goal until at least 2025. 



The Economy – Fed Policy

Fed Pause on the Horizon

• The Fed’s most recent economic projections (“dot 
plot” forecasts) indicate one more rate hike may be 
likely this year before pausing. 

• The Fed anticipates a “soft landing” – rosier near-
term economic growth outlook, continued strength 
in the labor market, and elevated (albeit moderating) 
inflation.

• Fed rhetoric has emphasized that once they are 
done hiking, rates are unlikely to come down in a 
hurry. 

• We believe the Fed would need to see a significant 
deterioration in economic fundamentals such that 
inflation rapidly moves towards its 2% target for the 
Fed to consider cutting rates earlier than their 
current timeline suggests. 



The Economy – Fed Policy

Higher-for-Longer Interest Rates

• Assuming we experience a “soft landing” 
economic outcome – if history is a guide – we 
should expect relatively shallow and gradual 
rate cuts. 

• Historically, in approx. half of prior “soft landing”  
scenarios, major central banks maintained the 
peak policy rate for at least three quarters 
before cutting.

• During soft landings central banks tend to cut by 
less than half as much as “hard landings,” and in 
two-thirds of cases, cut by less than 2% in the 
two years after finishing their hiking cycle.

 Supports the outlook for higher-for longer 
interest rates.  



The Economy – Fed Policy

New Phase for Monetary Policy

• We anticipate tighter monetary policies in the years ahead relative to those experienced 
post-2008 through 2021. Expect higher interest rates & continued Quantitative Tightening 
(QT). 

• Even if the Fed gets the fed funds rate back to their long-term target rate of 2.5%, combined 
with QT, it will still represent tighter monetary policy relative to the 2008-2021 era. 



PART 3: 
OUTLOOK



Monetary Policy Implications

• Historically, a Fed pause has 
helped underpin strength in 
both stocks and bonds.

• Bonds: historically, core bonds 
have consistently 
outperformed cash between 
the last Fed hike and the first 
Fed cut. 

• Stocks: Longer term, we 
believe expectations need to 
be reset for stock market 
returns more commensurate 
with historic averages, in the 
mid- to high-single digit 
range, given the structural shift 
to tighter monetary policies. 

Outlook



Moderation in Returns

• Longer term, the importance of monetary policy on 
stock returns cannot be overstated. 

• Fed policy influences financial markets; there is a very 
high correlation between the Fed’s balance sheet 
and the S&P 500. 

Outlook – Stocks

• The tailwind of easy 
policies that were in 
place in the post-2008 
years ending 2021 has 
been removed. 

• For context, the 10-year 
annualized return 
ending 2021 for the S&P 
500 was +16.5%. That is 
simply unsustainable. 



Fed Pause May Help

• Stocks have, on average, historically experienced strong performance in the 12 months 
following a Fed tightening cycle.

• Historically and even in the case of a severe recession in the 12 months following a Fed 
hiking cycle (not our base case), the subsequent 12-month stock market returns were 
positive. 

Outlook – Stocks



Look Through the Noise

• Staying disciplined and fully invested is key. The best stock market days often follow some 
of the worst days; missing only a few of those best days can dramatically reduce 
long-term investment performance.

Outlook – Stocks

AB

C

Source: Dimensional Fund Advisors.



Bonds: Constructive on Outlook

• With inflation trending lower amid 
potentially slowing economic growth, 
the elevated yield environment may 
support the bond market.  

• Inflation is trending towards the 3% 
level, while 3-month Treasuries remain 
north of 5%. 

• Bonds have historically 
outperformed when short-term rates 
are above inflation.

• Heightened bond yields also offer 
more downside protection today, 
should yields rise further. 

Outlook – Bonds



Bonds: Constructive on Outlook

• Bond yields are much more attractive today relative to the end of 2021. Many of our preferred 
bond funds are currently yielding mid-to-high single digits. 

Outlook – Bonds

AB

C



Bonds: Constructive on Outlook

• …and the current yield is the strongest determining factor for forward looking bond 
returns.

Outlook – Bonds



Private Equity

• We believe private equity offers attractive upside return potential which may be particularly 
important in the years ahead should public stocks experience a moderation in returns.  

Outlook - Alternatives

Real Assets

• We believe infrastructure offers investors long-term consistency in returns and yield, in assets 
like power and utilities, ports, airports, toll roads, data centers, cell towers and fiber networks. 
Trillions of dollars in spending is required in these areas over the coming years to sustain 
ongoing economic growth. 

• Real Estate has already cycled cap rate increases and we are positive on the outlook 
moving forward, particularly for multifamily, industrial logistics, along with select data center 
exposures.  

Direct Lending

• We consider it to be a favorable environment for direct lending strategies, with higher 
interest rates more than compensating for the potential for any increase in default rates. 
Business fundamentals continue to be robust, supporting credit. 



Disclosures

The information in this presentation is subject to change without notification. Certain statements contained within are forward-looking statements, including, but not limited to, 
statements that are predictions of or indicate future events, trends, plans, or objectives.  Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements because, by their nature, they 
are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties.  Although the opinions expressed are based upon assumptions believed to be reliable, there is no guarantee they 
will come to pass.  This information may change at any time due to market or other conditions. 

International investing entails special risk considerations, including currency fluctuations, lower liquidity, economic and political risks, and differences in accounting methods.  
Diversification cannot ensure a profit or protect against a loss.  

Investments in commodities may be affected by the overall market movements, changes in interest rates and other factors such as weather, disease, embargoes and 
international economic and political developments. Commodities are volatile investments and should form only a small part of a diversified portfolio. The use of derivative 
instruments may add additional risk. An investment in commodities may not be suitable for all investors. 

Diversification helps you spread risk throughout your portfolio, so investments that do poorly may be balanced by others that do relatively better. Neither diversification nor 
rebalancing can ensure a profit or protect against a loss.  

Real estate may not be appropriate for all investors.  Its value may fluctuate based on economic, regulatory, and environmental factors.  Redemption may be at a price, which is 
more or less than the original price paid.  

Do not act upon this information solely and seek professional guidance before making investment decisions.  This presentation is not intended to provide any specific 
investment advice. No investment strategy can ensure a profit.  

Fixed income securities carry interest rate risk, inflation risk and credit and default risks.  Any fixed income security sold or redeemed prior to maturity may be subject to a 
substantial gain or loss. Interest income generated by municipal bonds is generally expected to be free from federal income taxes and, if the bonds are held by an investor 
resident in the state of issuance, state and local income taxes. Such interest income may be subject to federal and/or state alternative minimum taxes. Investing in municipal 
bonds for the purpose of generating tax-exempt income may not be appropriate for investors in all tax brackets. Short- and long-term capital gains and gains characterized as 
market discount recognized when bonds are sold or mature are generally taxable at both the state and federal level.  Short- and long-term losses recognized when bonds are 
sold or mature may generally offset capital gains and/or ordinary income at both the state and federal level.  

Fixed income yields are provided by Barclay’s Capital based on the following sources: US Treasury, Barclay’s Capital, FactSet, and JP Morgan Asset Management, and are 
represented by Brad Market, US Barclay's Capital Index, MBS, Fixed Rate MBS Index, Corporate, US Corporates, Municipals, Muni Bond Index, Emerging Debt, Emerging Markets 
Index, High Yield, Corporate High Yield Index.  Treasury securities date for # of issues and market value based on US Treasury benchmarks from Barclay’s Capital.  Yield and return 
information based on Bellwethers for Treasury securities. 

Mission Wealth is a Registered Investment Adviser. This document is solely for informational purposes. Advisory services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where 
Mission Wealth and its representatives are properly licensed or exempt from licensure.  Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Investing involves risk and possible 
loss of principal capital. No advice may be rendered by Mission Wealth unless a client service agreement is in place.  California Insurance License # 0D35068. 
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